
Val Di Sole : Working with stakeholders to combat overtourism

Here at the DTTT we consistently encourage DMOs to
move away from seeing themselves just as a destination
marketing organisation. The reality of the matter is that
DMOs can, and do, so much more.
Val Di Sole moved from a Destination Marketing
perspective to a Destination Management perspective and
this allowed them to work with stakeholders to tackle
the problem of overtourism without losing tourist share.

Moving from Destination Marketing

to Destination Management

Identifying Your Stakeholders

Use this section to identify stakeholders in your destination, explore how you can work with them to combat overtourism in your destination.

Creating A Stakeholder Strategy To Deal With Overtourism

Moving from DMO to DXO

Co-creating Content With Stakeholders 5 #DTTT Takeaways

How can you work with your local stakeholders to create
content to combat overtourism?
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Type of content

In this section we are going to walk through a strategy on how to work with your stakeholders to tackle overtourism inspired by Val Di Sole's strategy.

Stakeholders

DMO acts as a destination project
manager ensuring that stakeholders deliver
products and services

Val Di Sole Example:

Your Strategy:

Development of

Tourism Products

Val Di Sole products involve Trekking, tastings and biking.

What are your tourism products? Where can you
further develop them? How can you develop products
with your stakeholders? How can these products help
prevent overtourism?

Val Di Sole Example:

Your Strategy:

By moving from DMO to DXO -where the X is your new role- you realise the type
of destination organisation you are is up to you. Val Di Sole realised their X was
Management and managing the destination is key. What is the X for you?

Identifying Overtourism

What are the main contributors to overtourism in your destination?

What are you currently doing to combat overtourism in your destination?

What challenges and issues do you currently face?

Who are your main
stakeholders?

What role do they
play in your destination?

Where are there
possibilities to work

with them?

What are your goals
for working with your

stakeholders?

How can you work with
stakeholders to combat
overtourism.

How can you work with your Stakeholders?

Where are there opportunities to
further develop your tourism products
with stakeholders?

Coordination and

Content Co-Creation

Where are there opportunities to
co-create content with your DMO?

Val Di Sole Example:

Coordinate market activities to promote the destination
to the public.

Your Strategy:

Where are there opportunities for co-creating
content with your stakeholders? As a DMO how
can you coordinate the publishing of this content
and market your destination?

Creating Space to Avoid

Overtourism

Where are there spaces within your
destination to redirect the flow of
visitors and avoid over-tourism?
Val Di Sole Example:

The project saw the construction of a big parking
space at the entrance of the valley, served by
shuttle buses, and the closing of the park to cars
from 9.30am to 5pm every day during the summer.
Working with stakeholders made this project possible.
The project of the car park allowed the destination
to be car free.

Your Strategy:

Where are there opportunities/spaces within your
destination to redirect the flow of tourists?
How can you work with stakeholders to make
this possible?

Redirecting the Flow of Tourism

Where are there opportunities for directing the flow of traffic?

What products can you develop to increase a wider geographical
spread?

How can you market your destination to attract quality tourism
over quantity tourism?

1. Find the x of your DxO!

Nowadays tourism boards do not only represent and

promote the destination, but they also take on

managing and co-ordination roles too. In finding the x

you're better able to focus on what you want to do as

a DMO.

2. Focus on specific products, don’t promote

everything

The more the DMO focuses on specific products, the

more it can create development around those

products and provide improved experiences to

visitors. This also allows the DMO to make stronger

marketing plans and create appealing content to

describe those products and experiences.

3. Be bold and take bold decisions

Val di Sole had to take a bold decision to tackle the

overtourism problem, with the risk of limiting the

access to the valleys. They went bold deciding to

become a car-free destination during specific times of

the day and in high-season periods. The decision was

risky but it proved to be the right one and the results

exceeded the expectations in terms of tourism and

visitor quality.

4. Have a strong understanding of the visitor journey

It is fundamental to understand the visitor journey

before, during and after your visitors stay in your

destination. Mobility is one of the key components of

the tourism experience and it should appear easy to

understand and sustainable to use. This enhances the

visitor journey and increases the general perception of

the destination fostering loyalty and repeat visits,

which lead to increased revenues for the tourism

service providers at the destination.

5. Be brand consistent

The more consistent your brand is, the easier it is for

potential visitors to remember you!


